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225   SERIES 

Field Definition 

This field contains the title of the series along with any other title information and statements 
of responsibility relating to the title including any of the preceding repeated in other languages, 
in the form and sequence in which they appear on the item being catalogued. It corresponds to 
the ISBD Series Area. 

Occurrence 

Optional. Repeatable when an item is in more than one series. 

Indicators 

 Indicator 1:  Form of Title Indicator 

The access point form of the series should be recorded in a linking entry 410 field. This 
indicator specifies whether the series statement is the same as the access point form as 
recorded in field 410. 

0  Not the same as the established form 

The agency preparing the record considers the access point form in 410 differs from 
the series statement in 225 (EX 1, 6). 

1  No established form 

No access point form has been established: therefore there is no corresponding title in 
410 (EX 2). 

2  Same as the established form 

The agency preparing the record considers the data in field 225 to be equivalent to the 
established form. 

In all cases it is recommended that any established form be entered in field 410. 

 Indicator 2:  blank (not defined) 

Subfields 

$a Series Title 

The title of the series in the form in which it appears on the item being recorded. Not 
repeatable. 

$d Parallel Series Title 

The title of the series in another language and/or script relating to the series title 
appearing in subfield $a. Repeatable for each additional parallel series title (EX 3). 
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$e Other Title Information 

Subtitles and other title information that appear on the item subordinate to the series 
title in $a or $d or to the name of a part in $i (EX 4). Repeatable for each segment of 
other title information and for parallel other title information. 

$f Statement of Responsibility 

The statement of responsibility for a title appearing in $a or $d (EX 1) or for a 
numbered or named part within the series appearing in $h or $i (EX 5). Repeatable for 
additional statements of responsibility and for parallel statements of responsibility. 

$h Number of a Part 

The section or part number of the series in $a. Repeatable for each subsection or lower 
level division or for a parallel part number (EX 3). 

$i Name of a Part 

The section or part name of the subseries when the series entered in $a is divided into 
subseries. Repeatable for each lower level of subseries or for a parallel subseries name 
(EX 3, 5). 

$v Volume Designation 

The number of the item being recorded within the series entered in field 225, and any 
term used in the item to designate it, which may be in abbreviated form (EX 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5). Repeatable (EX 3). 

$x ISSN of Series 

The ISSN of the series, entered as an 8-digit number with a hyphen between the 4th 
and 5th digits. The term ISSN is omitted and should be generated on output (EX 1). 
Repeatable when the series and subseries each has an ISSN. 

$z Language of Parallel Title 

Coded identification of the language of a parallel title that appears in a $d subfield (EX 
3). If $d is repeated, this subfield is repeated, the languages identified reflecting the 
order of the parallel titles. This subfield and any repetitions of it always come last in 
the field. See Appendix A for language codes. 

Notes on Field Contents 

ISBD information: 

The data in the field should be entered in the form and sequence as on the piece as 
specified in ISBD for the Series Area. Subfield $z is not an ISBD data element. The 
correspondence between this field and ISBD is illustrated below. The text within the 
ISBD series area is enclosed within parentheses '( )' which are not carried in the 
UNIMARC record. 
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UNIMARC 
Subfield 

Element name ISBD(G) 
Section 

Preceding 
punctuation 

$a Series title 6.1 New area 

$d Parallel series title 6.2 = 

$e Other title information 6.3 : 

$f Statement of responsibility 6.4 / 

$h Number of a part 6.1 . 

$i Name of a part 6.1 , if after $h, else . 

$v Volume designation 6.6 ; 

$x ISSN of series 6.5 , 

 

Parallel data: 

Parallel data appearing on the item, i.e. data repeated in another language or script, is 
denoted in ISBD by the use of equals sign followed by a space '=  ' at the start of any 
block of parallel data. In this field, the subfield identifier $d will generate '=  ' 
automatically (EX 3). If '=  ' is required by ISBD rules at the start of any other subfield, 
it must be entered explicitly. The equals sign and space then replaces any other 
punctuation that would normally be generated at the subfield boundary.(EX 6). 

Subfield content: 

This field is used only for the series belonging to the item whose title is entered in field 
200. If the record is for an item which is a continuing resource or series, field 225 is 
used only if that continuing resource or series itself belongs to a series. The title of the 
continuing resource or series being catalogued is entered in field 200 (see field 200, EX 
3). 

When the source record does not contain the series title in the form as on the piece, no 
attempt should be made to create it from an established form of the series title. The 
established form may be entered in field 410 and a note on the series title may be 
created from it. 

When the record of a series has what may be either a subtitle or a subseries title but it is 
not possible to determine which of the two it is, prefer to code it as subfield $e Other 
title information. Number and name of part are one data element in ISBD and some 
source formats may not be able to distinguish. In these cases when converting to 
UNIMARC prefer $i to $h. 

Related Fields 

011 ISSN 

The ISSN of a series title entered in field 200 is entered in field 011. 225 $x relates 
only to the ISSN of a continuing resource title in 225 $a or $i. 
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410 SERIES 

The established form of a series title may be entered in a 200 field embedded in field 
410. 

411 SUBSERIES 

The established form a subseries title may be entered in a 200 field embedded in field 411. 

461 SET 

Field 461 is used when an agency which uses a record structure that emphasises linking 
separate records for the data from various levels requires a reference to a record 
describing a continuing resource. 

530 KEY TITLE 

If the series has a key title, it should not be entered in field 530 as that contains the key 
title of the work whose title is in 200$a. If the series has a key title, it may be noted in 
field 308. 

7-- RESPONSIBILITY BLOCK 

If access is required to the name of any persons or bodies entered in subfield $f, the 
access form of the name should be entered in a 7-- field or in a 7-- field embedded in a 
field 410 or 411. 

Examples 

EX 1: 225 0#$aOccasional paper$fBritish Museum$x0412-4815$vno. 33  
410 #0$171002$aBritish Museum$12000#$aOccasional papers 

EX 2: 225 2#$aInternational series in the science of the solid state$vvol. 10  
225 1#$aPergamon international library 

X-ray diffraction topology is in two series. The second is not used as an access point, 
so there is no established form equivalent to it (first indicator set to 1). 

EX 3: 225 2#$aEuropäische Hochschulschriften$hReihe I$iDeutsche Literatur und 
Germanistik$vBd. 298$dPublications universitaires européennes$hSérie I$iLangue et 
littérature allemandes$vvol. 298$dEuropean university papers$hSeries I$iGerman 
language and literature$vvol. 298$zfre$zeng 

An item is vol. 298 of a subseries with parallel information in three languages. The title 
is the same as the established form. 

The ISBD display: 

(Europäische Hochschulschriften. Reihe I, Deutsche Literatur und Germanistik ; Bd. 298 
= Publications universitaires européennes. Série I, Langue et littérature allemandes ; 
vol. 298 = European university papers. Series I, German language and literature ; vol. 
298) 

EX 4: 225 2#$aExperimental biology and medicine$emonographs on interdisciplinary topics 
$vvol. 6 
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EX 5: 225 2#$aAbhandlungen der Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Klasse$fAkademie 
der Wissenschaften und der Literatur$vJahrg. 1976, Nr. 3 

EX 6: 225 0#$aWorld films$iFrance today$i= La France aujourd'hui 


